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Ivan J replied on July 16, 2020 that turn on the signal on the Headlights or 2004 dodge ram 1500 then there could be a number of wires, burnt bulbs, or a blown fuse. Send your question and you will be able to provide you with the correct answer from the Tool History user community. More information about the 2004
Dodge Ram 1500 Questions and Answers on this page and the opinions and opinions of the relevant authors VehicleHistory.com questions. VehicleHistory.com not investigate or verify any of the responses provided. Dodge Ram 1500 owners reported 71 problems with headlights (under the outdoor lighting category).
The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also take a look at dodge ram 1500 statistics and reliability analysis based on all reported issues for ram 1500. Sometimes the truck shows life with accessories, but when put in the truck, it dies completely, obviously not surrendering without any signs of life. You can
come back in minutes and start. The headlights will constantly stutter, or even turn on and off, while parked or moving. Finally sometimes all power and electricity are off and while driving completely dead while driving the truck at any speed. I couldn't find a specific speed that dies because it's closed in parking lots and
going down the highway. It's scary to pull to the side of the road when the power steering is gone and there's not much to work with some roads or go at road speeds and lose all the power. See all the problems of the 2009 Dodge Ram 1500. Not all indicators get out of the working headlights stay off while driving. See all
the problems of the 2002 Dodge Ram 1500. Spyder automatically (19395 e. Walnut industry drives the northern city of California) sells headlights that they claim are spot approved but the pair I bought are cross-eyed and refuse to guarantee any left-to-right adjustment and guarantee them. I had a different pair of orders
before from a different manufacturer who had the same defect and both sets of headlights came from the same factory in China and use the same molds and imported them and illegally appear to claim they are spot approved. I included a picture of the pattern of the toss. See all the problems of the 2007 Dodge Ram
1500. Night headlights are not bright enough driving, plastic is cleaned, bulbs have been replaced and we still can't see the road at night. We shot the deer twice and my wife hit a light pole in a parking lot because it wasn't working and the truck lights weren't on so my wife couldn't see where it was turning, so I'm trying
to figure out if anyone has the same problems as the headlights. See all the problems of the 1999 Dodge Ram 1500. When I went to the store the other day, my low beam headlights caught fire, but when I got home, I started the truck. the headlights didn't turn on and I just had to take to the streets back with my parking
lights. This has been a common problem with dodge trucks and cars for many years. I can't pay $1,000. 00 for a computer card when there is a common problem with Dodge. After looking - line, I funded most of Dodge's models but there have been no recalls. This is such a common problem for the U.S. government not
when to force Dodge to remember all these models and years! It is a safety issue when the lights stop working at night while the car is being edged. When I got back to the truck to go home, my low beams wouldn't come back. (xxxx) parts of this document, freedom of information act (foia), 5 u. Q.C. 552(b)(6) to protect
personally identifiable information. See all the problems of the 2004 Dodge Ram 1500. Tl contact owner 2006 Dodge Ram 1500. While driving at various speeds, low rayfars were inseable. The vehicle was taken to an unknown dealer and the insurance panel was diagnosed as needing to be replaced. The vehicle has not
been repaired. The manufacturer has been notified of the error. The failure was 214,552 kilometers. 2006 Dodge Ram 1500 see all the problems. The headlights vibrate while driving. They also flash back after a periodic second. This can be any time when driving or parking outside gear. I often travel the state highway
but do not tatter where or when it can be bet. See all the problems of the 2008 Dodge Ram 1500. Lighting outlets and other electrical parts cause melting and smoking not everything works. It does not currently work after it has started to be replaced in the last 3 months: headlights, reverse lights, parking sensors (4),
heated seats, random navigation/music system, locking with lock/keychain (random), abs sensors, 4-wheel drive off and on, parking brake randomly turned off and on. I'll be driving and slow down if things don't work out. Sometimes when I go to go in the early hours of the morning the lights don't work and I have to get a
different vehicle because I can't legally drive without running lights in the dark. Multiple car repair shops have tried a lot of things to fix this. We spent less than 4k repairs on a truck that we owned for less than a year, and now we are told that we will have to spend 1k plus labor costs instead of tipping and another double
face to bring in a dealership and then bring in a dealership and reflashed it. The tip needs to be changed. Headlights went out to me driving to work at 03:00 (morning) tar blacking out. He's almost devastated or dying. That's not acceptable. There have been a lot of complaints and nothing is being done. Dodge there's a
problem here and he needs it now it's fixed!!!. Headlights are ineffective for night driving. All puckups since 2009 as I was in 2009, 11,22,24 &amp;15 model years with standard headlights. They began to develop in 2014 but are still unacceptable to the eyes of an elderly person and certainly not the eyes of an
inexperiented driver. The headlights that came home from work at 4pm on 12-7-16 and I opened my hedlights as people were driving which had honked at me and then I noticed that the headlights were out . Gone and installed new bulbs and they worked but went out and now stay out except for hazzard lights!!!
Because it was dark, 67 mph was pulled into the house and I couldn't see it and I couldn't walk because the speed limit was 65 mph on the highway. 2004 Dodge Ram 1500 I have complained since I had 90000 miles about the truck going out headlights and not turning it back on. I was told that the headlight module and
I was replaced by a new after-sales one but the trucks were still doing the same thing. I was driving and the headlights went out and I couldn't see and hit a deer at 20mph on a back road. The police were not called because the damage was just a buffer. But this dosnt constant simone can't see the driver without the light
and it can be damaged as the lights don't come back. It's just like the Ford recall I tilted for my car... The driver does not work after the side headlight light bulb has changed several times. After this research we saw a lot of people having the same problems as their headlights. The connection is owned by the 2003 Dodge
Ram 1500. While driving at an unknown speed, black smoke emanating from the back of the vehicle without warning. In addition, when the brake pedal is depressed, an abnormal sound emanating from the vehicle. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where he was diagnosed as needing to replace brakes, calipers and
rotors. The vehicle was repaired, but the fault relapsed. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic, where it was diagnosed that the hub bearing, wheel hub, axe shaft assembly and drive shaft had to be replaced. The vehicle has been repaired. Finally, the front drive side headlight operation failed. The headlight
has been changed. No errors were reported to the manufacturer. The failure was 201.281 kilometers. See all the problems of the 2003 Dodge Ram 1500. A driver who cut low-beam headlights while I was going to the store at night flashed his lights at me while I was at the light. . I checked all the fuses and had the
mechanic look at it. They narrowed it down to the steering column. The wire belt pad plug was overheaten and melted. It's almost going to cause a fire. I smelled burning electricity. It was only possible to hold the hi beam arm to keep the busy hi Beams so that you could drive with the lights until the problem was resolved.
See all the problems of the 1997 Dodge Ram 1500. The connection is owned by the 2007 Dodge Ram 1500. While driving At 45 mph, the driver's side failed to illuminate without low beam faruy. It is also stated that the high beam light on the driver's side will not turn on unless the contact high beam control is kept down.
High beam and low beam headlights repeated the fault in each circuit. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who diagnosed that the tip had failed and had to be replaced. The vehicle has not been repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the error. The approximate failure mileage was 90,000.
Updated at 09/10/lj. The headlights, both the low beam and the high beam have gone out and will not come back. The light bulbs have been replaced, and he's still not coming. The transmission began to slide erratically, although the vehicle was at a constant speed. See all the problems of the 2011 Dodge Ram 1500 .
Passenger side headlight fails intermittantly, but light bulb arrow. Windows rolls themselves down continuously. The key (fob) is stuck in the recepticale. The passenger side windshield sprayer sprays water. For more than a year, the tachometer on my Dodge ram has been running intermittently. On 3/25/15 I noticed that
the driver's side was out of the low-beam headlight bulb. I changed the light bulb without effect. My mechanic identified the type modules as culprits for both headlight and tachometer failure. It will replace the module, at a cost of about $1000, when a backup can be obtained. It is estimated that this replacement type will
be available at least 4 weeks from the date of diagnosis before it will be available. By the way, I just need to drive my truck with a headlight and then you will have to pay $1000 more for this repair. The drive goes out at side farrastgele times. He usually comes back in a few minutes. Now it's all over. A new light bulb was
attempted but failed to resolve the issue. It also activates the horn at random times of the anti theft system and activates all flash vehicle lights why. On one occasion the tool failed to start for several hours. The problems are getting worse and more frequent. The driver's side headlight will go out and off at intervals, and
then it's completely out. I bought a stock light bulb at the Dodge dealership and had the light bulb wearing by a different Dodge dealer. After alan changed the bulb in the Chrysler Dodge Jeep, they tossed my truck to get it for me and I realized it was still not working, so I took it back to the shop and worked a little more
and finally got the headlight working. A few days after the light bulb change, the light stopped working again. I took the truck to the th room and they said they had a piece to order, but they used a safety tie for this part to keep it going until the new section arrived. When the piece arrived, I took my truck to the office to
replace it. I rented a car for that day and. Up in my truck the next day. About 5 days after this repair, the headlight went out again. Now, I have to take the truck back to the resewing and spend more money, time, kidnapped work because of its flawed roles and designs. I've had so many problems with this truck, it's mind-
blowing. I was pulled over by the police last night because the light was on. I constantly worry about getting pulled over while driving at night and this has been extremely aggravating and stressful. This is significantly limited to night driving. I did an internet search for this problem with this truck and apparently this is a
common security error. So far, I have accrued at least $400. 00 expenses but not account for my time and unanswered work. Please help me. See all the problems of the 2012 Dodge Ram 1500 . The front left headlight of my new vehicle was outside. He was stopped by the police, who said they went to the dealer the
next day, saw it beyond the model line. It's a brand-new car. He was worried about how dark the dark road was at night. . I never thought this would happen to a brand new car!. See all the problems of the 2014 Dodge Ram 1500 . The connection has a 1995 Dodge Ram 1500. While driving at an unknown speed, the
headlights failed without warning. The vehicle has not been identified or repaired. In the ignition, it stated that the vehicle is the same fault specified in the NHTSA campaign number: 99v024000 (exterior lighting). The manufacturer has been notified of the error. The failure was 80,000 kilometers. It's about consumer
navigation system issues. The consumer said the screen would freeze and turn black. Additionally, the system displays a different location other than where the consumer is located. The consumer also noted that the headlights were turned off one night while his wife was driving. He was able to pull over and turn the
lights back on. Connection owner 2010 Dodge Ram 1500. The ignition said that low-beam headlights suddenly turned off when operating the vehicle. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who changed the bulbs, but the fault continued. Contact stated that the vehicle was taken to the thier many times due to the fault. The
manufacturer has not been notified. The failure was 35,000 kilometers. 2010 Dodge Ram 1500 see all the problems. The back axle pinion nut of my truck was recalled causing major safety issues. Chrysler refuses to do anything other than tell people to wait, causing them to keep driving until their vehicle breaks. This is
my only vehicle, and I need a safe vehicle for my family and I to be in it. You're risking our lives, and everyone else is 100% irresponsible to me and Chrysler. Please help us consumers. My light service came from 4 wheel drive, esp traction control, I bought a long guarantee of what saved me, I live Problems with
headlights, the first drivers side and now the gate side. I called the Dodge dealer a couple of times. They don't have a piece or you don't know when the piece will be there. My 2013 Ram 1500 slt headlights (halogen) feel safely insufficient to drive the truck. The low beams are too dim and yellowy to see down the road. I
have had many vehicles in my 35+ years driving and this is the worst headlights on any car or truck I have ever seen or experienced. I saw other 2013 ram trucks with similar headlights with the same dimness and yellowy lighting. I find myself using high beams because low beams can't do the job. Others were supposed
to complain about it, ram needs to take action to fix this problem before something bad happened. Another problem with these trucks is that there is a delay of about 1 second when using the horn to warn other drivers. Take the 1 second delay while driving at 30... . 40. . . It's 50 miles an hour, and it's going to magnify
the danger. See all the problems of the 2013 Dodge Ram 1500 . My 2014 RAM truck lighting system (headlights) is dangerous to use at night. They produce sub-standard lighting for very dim and safe driving. I am having to use high beams while driving at night. This is not particularly safe for oncoming drivers, but it is
the only option I have. After a quick internet search, this is a known problem with many Chrysler, coach and Jeep products. Automatic headlights go out when you're driving on the freeway. In cold weather, it happens in warmer weather, and when the dealership is purchased, it can't find any problems. Driving at night



with both headlights and fog (driving) lights does not provide enough lighting for safe travel. My wife and I noticed several times that I can't see at night when there is any wet pavement around this vehicle. I can't see the lights on the sidewalk (scary!) on the highway at 55 miles. In addition, I drove the vehicle many times
at night and found it extremely difficult to navigate with the stock lighting provided by Dodge with this vehicle. I replaced the stock system with an after-sales secret system to fix the defect at the expense of significant personal expense. I expected Dodge to provide appropriate lighting technology for this type of vehicle.
Please refer to previous model year complaints. Dodge refuses to correct this flaw even if multiple safety complaints are filed about this error. Also check dodge truck forums and you will see that ram vehicles have multiple complaints about stock lighting systems. Dodge seems to have caused headlights not to work
unrelated to a known problem lamp itself or an insurance status. Apparently $500+ part is required. Many people cannot afford this repair and go without headlights instead obvious security issues. Headlights aren't safe. They're so dim, you can't see anything in front of them at night. The brightness was on for 15 miles
and not a single car t flashed a light at me. When we look at the internet they are dodge ram headlights 1000s complants. The seller you buy only tells you to change the bulbs, and that does nothing. This is a security issue that needs to be dealt with immediately. The connection is owned by the 2011 Dodge Ram 1500.
The headlights, indicated when traveling at various speeds of contact, failed intermittently. No faults were diagnosed and the vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was contacted about the error. The failure was about 36,500 kilometers. My right headlight failed while driving the 2012 Dodge Ram 1500. The tool uses
separate low and high beam bulbs. The test showed that both low and high beams were affected on the failed side. He bought a truck that was used recently. When I called the previous owner, he told me that he had the same problem with each headlight at different times. He just had headlight connectors unplugged
and replugged to fix the problem. I took out the failed right headlight assembly. The test showed that manipulating the wires (pushing, pulling, stretching to one side or the other) coming to the male side of the connector could cause headlight work or malfunction. I conducted a similar test on the left side headlight with the
same results (study) - even if the Ben connector is fully assembled and locked, it may be forthing failure. Upon examination of the connectors, both appeared clean inside. I am already sprayed every time with contact cleaner and reassembly just to find the same problem. Manipulating the pins on the female side of the
connector to increase contact pressure did not make any improvement when the connector fame was wearing. As a former fault analysis engineer, I would say there is a design/application problem with the headlight connectors used in this truck. Contact coating analysis is short, there is insufficient contact area and/or
contact pressure on the small pins used. As a solution, I used long nose pliers to reach the male connector body and bent the male needle, which is about 45 degrees small, straight, to increase contact pressure. After re-combining both connectors in this way, I can no longer force failure on either side. The stock
headlight connectors used in this truck present a serious design failure and safety issue, since, as designed, headlight failure can always occur. The connection is owned by the 2002 Dodge Ram 1500. Contact both plastic headlight caps were oxidated and reduced visibility when driving at night. The vehicle has not been
repaired. No errors were reported to the manufacturer. The approximate failure mileage was 70,000. 70,000.
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